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Meet JP Stevens, VMF's New Executive
Director!

VMF welcomes our new executive director, JP
Stevens!  JP is a retired U.S. Marine and has
served in numerous leadership positions in the
Federal and private sectors.  He is skilled in
organizational leadership and growth and is
committed to expanding VMF's resources to
provide more service dogs to veterans, while also
ensuring the long-term viability of VMF.  Prior to
coming to VMF, JP served as a senior partner at
HJK Strategies, where he provided a variety of
clients with business development, research,
corporate strategy, organization, efficiency, and
operations advice.  JP has also served as a senior
executive at the Aerospace Industries Association,
and as a senior adviser to Senator John Glenn.  

JP's experience with the Federal Government, with congressional and
legislative affairs, and with military and industrial professional organizations
around the world makes him uniquely qualified to guide VMF into the future
and ensure mission success for many years to come.  VMF is excited to
welcome JP Stevens as we work toward our shared vision of being the
best service dog organization available to veterans!
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VMF Dogs Enriching the Lives of Veterans...and Beyond

VMF is different from other service dog organizations in that every VMF dog is placed
into service - as a service dog, a veteran support dog, in a variety of animal-assisted
intervention (AIA) capacities, or in an alternative career best suited for the particular



Wesley Finds Reward

dog.  Search Dog Candidate Wesley is a former VMF service dog in training (SDiT)
whose current success demonstrates the value of having a superb network of canine
professionals that can be utilized when a career change may be needed to ensure a
dog's proper service placement.

Wesley, a yellow Labrador retriever, came to VMF in June 2015.  During the early
months of his SDiT training, VMF's canine team observed that Wesley had a higher
arousal and reactivity level than other SDiTs who have gone through VMF's service
dog training and decided to have him evaluated by an outside trainer.  The evaluation
revealed that detection or scent work appeared more consistent with Wesley's
strengths and temperament than work as a service dog for a disabled veteran.

Wesley Training

Through a member of VMF's canine therapy team with connections to canine search
and rescue, Wesley was further evaluated by DOGS-East, a professional, volunteer,
wilderness search and rescue organization serving primarily the Mid-Atlantic Region
and on-call for natural disasters in the continental United States.  DOGS-East has
been in business since 1980 and is well respected in the search and rescue
community.   When Wesley displayed a natural inclination to the tasks associated with
search and rescue and was deemed suitable for this type of work, VMF determined
that a career change was the best means of putting Wesley's natural skills and
abilities into service.

Now in the final phases of training as a canine search and rescue candidate, Wesley
has a new training partner, Chris, who comes from a military family and is a current
operational member of DOGS-East, where one of her dogs is currently working in
human remains search and recovery.  Highly recommended to VMF by one of our
volunteers, Chris has been an active member of this organization for several years
and had the opportunity to work with Wesley during his initial evaluation with DOGS-
East: "As a little background, an operationally trained search dog is expected to
search for his subject for as long as it takes - hours - to get the lost victim home
safely.  Part of the training is to emphasize subject loyalty.  In other words, the dog
learns that there will always be someone out there with the reward.  A finished dog
also knows, without fail, that his reward will not appear until he has reported the find to
his handler."   

VMF is committed to training service dogs
for veterans, and every dog that VMF
receives is evaluated over many months to
determine whether the dog will be
successful in this role.  The vast majority of
VMF's dogs move into service dog work with
a disabled veteran. Those who have skills
better suited for another career field are
assigned to other service work that is
consistent with the dog's skills, abilities, and
temperament.  In assessing Wesley's
suitability for search and rescue work, Chris
noted, "I think Wesley's prior training with
VMF set him up to transfer smoothly to
search training.  While with VMF, Wesley
received great obedience training, and he
learned the discipline needed to hone his
energy into his new search career."

Chris is confident that Wesley will succeed: "Currently, Wesley is preparing to take his
last two field tests.  One test is a night test: Wesley and I need to prove that we can
maneuver safely through the woods and that we can complete all the steps to get a
lost victim home safely even in the middle of the night.  The second test is an
endurance test: Wesley and I will be expected to stay on task for 6 to 8 hours
searching a 160-acre area and find multiple missing subjects."

DOGS-East has already been called out to 36 searches this year and is working hard
to get Wesley qualified so he can help with the future missions.   Says Chris, "It has
been such a joy to work with Wesley.  His enthusiasm is so infectious, I find it difficult
not to just sit and laugh.  I am looking forward to a long and successful career with
Wesley."
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VMF wishes Wesley great success in his new career as a Search and Rescue
Canine with DOGS-East!

Breaking News!

This just in from Chris today: 

I have great news.  Wesley and I passed the 160 acre test today.  Wesley was
phenomenal!  One of the evaluators said she wanted to do the test again just so
she could watch Wesley.  (I felt the same way).

We only have one more field test to go.

Thank you for your continued support of Wesley, he really is a special dog.

Chris 
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How Do Your Donations Help?

VMF's mission is to provide service dogs and canine therapy services to veterans with
physical or mental health challenges, at no cost to the veteran. How does your
donation help?

$25: Treats for 6 months 
$50: Dog Food for a month.
$100: Veteran Kit for placement with Service
Dog (tasks items such as pulls, tugs); travel
equipment, Service Dog leash
$225: Joint supplements for Service Dogs in
Training for 1 year
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A Big VMF Thank You and Shout Out to Our Sponsors and
Donors!

* Freedom Bank Foundation donated an additional
$3,700 to VMF to support Yappy Hour, and $200 for
every VA Loan closed during the third quarter of
2017.

* TRAX International, a loyal VMF supporter since
2011, continued its ongoing support of VMF with a
$31,000 donation.

Thank you for supporting VMF and the veterans
we support - we could not accomplish our
mission without you!   
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VMF Earns $5 for Each Wreaths Across America Sponsorship 



Wreaths of America, a non-profit organization established in 2007, laid over 1,204,000
memorial wreaths in 2016 at nearly 1,200 locations in the United States and beyond,
as part of its mission to "remember, honor, and teach."

Local volunteers are working hard to ensure that all veterans laid to rest at Arlington
National Cemetery are honored this December on national Wreaths Across America
Day.  This year's wreath ceremony, held simultaneously across the country, will be on
Saturday, December 16, 2017. The goal is to place a live, balsam fir wreath at the
headstone of every veteran at Arlington, and to encourage patriotism and
commemoration for the sacrifices they and their families made for our country.

VMF is currently hosting a fundraiser with Wreaths of America to provide wreaths at
Arlington National Cemetery: each wreath sponsorship costs $15, with $5 going to
VMF as part of this special fundraising program, which will run until November
27. Sponsor your wreath today!
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Yappy Hour Update

VMF and our non-profit, corporate partner, Navy Marine Coast Guard Residence
Foundation (NMCGRF), held a festive Yappy Hour on September 28 at Vinson Hall in
McLean, Virginia. 

Thank you to all who attended, supported, and volunteered to help VMF celebrate its
partnership with the Navy Marine Coast Guard Residence Foundation at Yappy Hour!

Over 40 bottles of wine were awarded during a fun and lively raffle, with 77 attendees
and 6 VMF canine teams participating.  Yappy Hour was a wonderful celebration of
our combined efforts to help our nation's veterans; the shared proceeds benefit VMF
and the Wounded Warrior Transition Housing at Vinson Hall.

VMF extends a special thank you to our fantastic Yappy Hour sponsors!

The Retirement Advisor University
Freedom Bank of Virginia
West Financial Services
Kathleen L. Martin, Rear Admiral, SHCE, USN (Ret)
FedBiz IT Solutions
Sue & King Dietrich
Bob Rosenkranz
Mary DeMaris
Jo Gurnee-Hoffman
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Sign up for our monthly emails.



VMF is proud to have earned the GuideStar Exchange Gold Logo as a
symbol of our commitment to transparency and accountability. We encourage you to visit our
GuideStar profile.

WATCH OUR DOGS GROW ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Donate dog supplies on our Amazon Wish List.
Shop Amazon Smile to benefit Veterans Moving Forward, Inc.

Make a tax-deductible donation.

Veterans Moving Forward, 44225 Mercure Circle, Suite 130, Dulles, VA 20166
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